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ABSTRACT
Biometric systems verify humans using their unique physiological or behavioural patterns to offer more
secure authentication over passwords and tokens. Despite their benefits, Biometric Authentication
Systems remain vulnerable to spoofing, wherein an impostor presents a forged biometric trait and
bypasses security checks. Impacts of successful spoofing can be potentially fatal such as in healthcare
and crime investigation systems where insecure authentication can result in patient misdiagnosis and
criminal misidentification, respectively. Existing anti-spoofing techniques are mostly uni-modal and
predictable, and therefore incapable of coping with the sophistication of modern-day biometric
cyberattacks. This paper presents the Multi-Modal Random Trait Biometric Liveness Detection System
(MMRTBLDS) framework which employs a complex trait randomization algorithm to mitigate
predictability. Fifteen liveness attributes derived from finger, face and iris traits are used to simulate
various authentication scenarios, resulting in 99.2% efficiency over uni-modal biometric systems. The
paper also proposes areas of useful application of the framework based on its capacity to neutralize an
impostor’s ability to accurately predict biometric trait combinations at the sensor verification stage.
Keywords: Biometric, impostor, liveness detection, multi-modal, randomization, spoofing, trait.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Overview of Access Control
Effective access control is the bedrock of a secure information system with full complements of the
authentication, authorization, and accounting functions. While authentication ensures verification of
subjects, authorization assigns system privileges. The accounting function tracks system transactions,
logs operations in chronological order and facilitates reliable audit. All three functions complement
each other to guarantee data confidentiality, integrity, availability, authenticity, and non-repudiation.
As the first in the access control process, authentication requires careful selection for high-risk
environments and mission-critical applications. Beyond the traditional password-based and tokenbased authentication schemes, biometric authentication systems are increasingly attractive for their
superior advantages especially as biometric traits can neither be reused, replaced, swapped, nor
forgotten. This paper is an extension of work on “Enhancing Biometric Liveness Detection Using Trait
Randomization Technique” originally presented at the 2017 IEEE UKSim-AMSS 19th International
Conference on Computer Modelling & Simulation [1] at the University of Cambridge UK, and later
published as an extended research paper as “Biometric Anti-spoofing Technique Using Randomized 3D
Multi-Modal Traits” [2].

1.2

Biometric Authentication Background
Biometric systems have found ubiquitous use wherever human verification is required in a secure
manner for access control and identity recognition. As a result, they have continued to attract patronage
for mobile authentication schemes, patient identification systems, physical and logical access control
systems, time and attendance systems, digital forensics and crime investigation, border patrol and
immigration control [3], [4], [5], [6], etc. In the medical domain for example, biometric technologies are
utilized to ensure accurate patient identification and forestall incidences of misdiagnosis and fatal
misidentifications [7], [8]. In National civic identity schemes, biometric systems form the crux of
National Identity repositories for gathering citizens’ digital identities [9], [10], [11], [12], [13] for the
purposes of population demographics, disease surveillance, electoral operations, birth and death
statistics management, financial industry regulations, etc. with India currently deploying the world’s
largest biometric identity database [14]. Biometric systems are also useful in law enforcement and crime
control particularly in criminal suspects’ forensic cross-matching and the use of Artificial Intelligence
(AI) in addressing the rising global cybercrime challenges [15], [16], [17]. Recent digital health trends
include the innovative use of AI [18] within decision support systems, accurate predictive analytics in
healthcare delivery, disease surveillance, pattern, and tele-medical diagnostics, among many other
health sector applications.

1.3

Biometric Spoofing and its Impacts
Despite their benefits for secure authentication [19] including the difficulty to copy, steal, misplace, or
forget biometric credentials, Biometric Authentication Systems (BAS) still exhibit a fundamental flaw –
they can be spoofed, which is the ability to deceive a biometric system to the point of recognizing an
unauthorized user as a genuine one by means of presenting a stolen, copied, forged or synthetically
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replicated version of the original biometric trait to the biometric sensor [20], [21], [22]. Since the trait
supplied by the impostor involves fake presentation and is of deceitful intent to bypass security controls
and gain unauthorized access, biometric spoofing is also known as Suspicious Presentation (SP). It is
also possible to develop an experimental trait for research purposes; such an intentionally-faked trait is
called an artefact. Both physiological and behavioural biometric traits can be spoofed. For example:
fingerprints and iris patterns can be forged in much the same way that hand writing patterns and voice
prints can be faked by a well-equipped imposter, although behaviour-based spoofing requires more
sophistication to create suitable replica or experimental artefacts such as producing identical signatures
and audio samples respectively. The overall intent of every spoof attempt is to bypass security controls
and gain unmerited access through the presentation of fake or counterfeit traits. Table 1 shows several
attack methods used by an impostor to present fake traits (for five selected modalities) before a
biometric scanner along with explanation of how the attacks occur.
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Table 1: Direct attack methods on selected biometric modalities [2]
SN

Modality

1

Finger

2
3
4
5

Eye

6
7
8
9

Face

10
11
12

13
14

Voice

15

Hand
writing

4

Spoofing Method

Spoofed
Trait
Attacker places a fake finger fabricated from the impersonated Fingerprint
person’s fingerprint impression made from gelatin [22], [23] or
other materials on a fingerprint scanner.
Attacker presents a photographed 2D image of the legitimate Fingerprint
person’s finger before a fingerprint scanner.
Attacker places a dismembered thumb or finger severed from a real Fingerprint
living victim to a fingerprint scanner with the hope of acquring a
genuine fingerprint impression.
Attacker presents a dismembered thumb/finger from the cadaver Fingerprint
(dead body) of the victim before a fingerprint scanner targeting to
obtain a legitimate fingerprint sample match.
Impostor places a lifeless mold of the legitimate person’s eyeball Iris pattern
made from silicon, PVC, mud, gelatine, EcoFlex, latex, silgum,
wood glue or other synthetic materials [9], [24], [25] before an iris
recognition system.
Attacker presents legitimate user’s photographed portrait before an Iris pattern
iris recognition camera.
Attacker wears a contact lens or an image printout of the authentic Iris pattern
enrolee’s eye in front of an iris scanner.
Impostor wears and displays a crafted contact lens or fabricated Retina
eyeball of the real user in front of a retina scanner.
pattern
Attacker wears and presents a face mask modelled after the Facialprint
impersonated person’s geometry before a facial recognition
system.
Attacker presents a photograph or 2D portrait of a valid enrolee’s Facialprint
facial image in front of a facial recognition system’s camera.
Attacker presents an isometric view of a 3D mold of a legitimate Facialprint
user’s face before a High Definition (HD) facial camera.
Attacker replays a recorded video clip showing the face of the Facialprint
mimicked person captured with the help of a cell phone, video
recorder or other handheld device before a facial recognition
system.
Attacker compels a victim, through brute force, social engineering, Facialprint
or any other means to display own facial image before a facial
recognition system.
Impersonator plays back a recorded audio clip mimicking the Voice print
authentic enrollee’s spoofed voice before a voice recognition
system.
Attacker reproduces a user’s signature pattern on a hand-writing Signature
reader.
pattern
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As shown in Table 1, in the finger modality an attacker may present a fake finger fabricated using
gelatine or other materials with a fingerprint impression, or a photographic image of a finger and/or a
dismembered finger. While for the eye modality, molds of the eye may be fabricated using silicon,
gelatine, latex or similar substances, or a photographic portrait, or a contact lens imprinted with the
mimicked retina image for scanning. Attacks against the face modality could be performed using a face
mask, photographic image, isometric view of a 3D mold or a pre-recorded video clip of the face [26],
[27], [28]. Attacks against the voice modality may involve play-back of pre-recorded audio or
mimicking voice using special modulators. The reported incidences of successful attacks on facial
recognition cameras and fingerprint scanners through the submission of fake traits have led to the
classification of spoofing as a major threat with the potential to impact the security of biometric
authentication systems [27], [29], reduce their reliability [30], and deepen biometric apathy.
Successful spoofs have huge impacts on information systems, and justify the need to evolve
countermeasures to protect biometric systems and infrastructure against spoofing [31]. The growing
sophistication of cyberattacks is a global threat that requires a re-definition and strengthening of the
biometric authentication process [32]. With the rising deployment of biometric systems in various
applications, there are increasing concerns about the potentially catastrophic impact of spoofing or
presentation attacks especially for mission critical applications.
This paper which is an extension of the originally-published work in an optimized biometric antispoofing framework [1], [2], [32] discusses several useful areas of application of the multi-modal
biometric liveness detection framework using a randomized fusion of fingerprint, facial print and iris
patterns as adopted traits for the research. The paper is organized as a bottom-up compendium by first
presenting anti-spoofing background using Suspicious Presentation Detection (SPD), followed by a
presentation of the modus operandi of the Multi-Modal Random Trait Biometric Liveness Detection
System (MMRTBLDS) framework together with its parameter thresholds, simulation results and
application areas.
1.4
Mitigating Biometric Spoofing
Biometric traits are not immune to cyberattacks [33], [34], [35], as their versatility makes them
susceptible to manipulation [36] and spoofing. The security of a Biometric Authentication System
(BAS) lies in its ability to detect attributes of real liveness in the presented trait. Presentation attacks
manifest as spoofing based on synthetic replication of traits, cloning of artefacts or copying of biometric
credentials. Several anti-spoofing countermeasures exist, Table 2 illustrates some known anti-spoofing
techniques.
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Table 2: Some known biometric anti-spoofing techniques
SN
Anti-spoofing
Mode of operation
technique
1
Biometric
The hashing and systematic revocation of biometric templates to
cryptography
strengthen against their cloning. This is also known as cancellable
biometrics or biometric revocation.
2
Multi-biometric
The concurrent application of more than one biometric source,
fusion
method or other classifying factors to boost authentication security.
Examples: Multi-sample, Multi-mode, Multi-algorithm, Multisensor, Multi-instance and Hybrid model.
3
Multi-factor
The simultaneous application of different authentication modes to
authentication
protect against spoofing and other authentication security breaches.
Example: Combination of biometrics + password + token.
4
Challenge response The use of interactive sequence of actions to verify identity and
authenticity. Examples: reciting a pre-written speech, responding to
eye blinking request, or supplying a facial expression prompt.
5
Liveness Detection LD is an embedded technique used to determine if the biometric
(LD)
sample presented at the point of verification is an actual authentic
measurement from an authorized, live person physically present at
the time of capture. LD is also called Suspicious Presentation
Detection (SPD).
As shown in Table 2, of all described techniques, only LD deals with the detection of fake/counterfeit
trait in biometric authentication. Mitigating spoofing attacks using LD is also called Suspicious
Presentation Detection (SPD) as it involves the detection of fake traits presented in a dubious or
suspicious manner.
Typically, biometric spoofing attack occurs at the biometric scanner/sensor attack node (vulnerable point)
through the presentation of fake traits. There are multiple attack nodes and channels in a biometric
system, but the scanner is mostly vulnerable to direct attacks [37] which come in the form of supplying
the scanner with a fake biometric trait in order to circumvent it. Figure 1 shows twelve attack nodes
(numbered 1 through 12) with a typical biometric system and clearly indicates that attack Node 1 on the
sensor is the first direct attack outside the digital limits of the biometric system using the impostor’s
presentation of an artefact/fake trait to the scanner. Other attack nodes in Figure 1 are indirect attacks
against the system’s digital limits using sophisticated techniques to bypass the feature extractor, the
comparator (matcher), or the communications channels connecting them. The focus of this paper is on
direct attacks on sensors. All the direct attack methods and patterns illustrated earlier in Table 1 are based
on exploitation of Node 1 vulnerabilities.
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Figure 1: Attack nodes in a biometric authenication system [1]
Spoof attacks on sensors can be mitigated through the detection of life such as detecting real human gait
(walking pattern) or genuine living human palm. On existing biometric systems, LD is performed by
checking for the presence of a single element of liveness or other vitality signs, such as pulse,
temperature, or oximetry, etc. Regrettably this uni-modal approach to LD makes it highly predictable,
insecure, and easily circumvented as a well-equipped attacker is able to easily develop specific spoofing
artefacts against the known single modality in advance to bypass the LD process. Enhanced LD systems
are similarly limited to the use of additional (one or two) traits, which does not impose any burden of
predictability on the part of the impostor.
2.0

THE NEW MULTI-BIOMETRIC RANDOMIZATION FRAMEWORK

The Multi-Modal Random Trait Biometric Liveness Detection System (MMRTBLDS) is a framework
that addresses the identified gaps of traditional LD methods and improves mitigation of suspicious
presentation attacks through randomization and combination of several different SPD techniques in a
multi-modal manner [1]. The design of the MMRTBLDS framework significantly improves accuracy in
preventing biometric spoofing. A series of trait parameters derived from multiple biometric modalities of
the same subject are subjected to random liveness tests. Randomizing the selection of liveness parameters
for testing minimizes the impostor’s ability of accurately predicting the pattern while the multimodal
approach optimizes authentication security. The multi-modal structure of the MMRTBLDS framework
compensates for the weak single modality design of contemporary liveness detection implementations.
Figure 2 illustrates the digital logic circuit of its decision sub-system, where the output (decision) only
produces a positive when two or more liveness parameter input values are positive.
Table 3 presents the analysis of fifteen (15) different liveness parameters used for the simulation of the
detection of live during the capture of biometric traits. The choice of parameters listed in Table 3 is
limited to five (5) biomedical properties of human liveness from each of the three (3) modalities adopted
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for the study: finger, face and iris. In the framework, a minimum of three parameters are randomly
selected during capture. The underlying condition on the randomization process is that each parameter
must emanate from a different modality (finger, face, or eye) governed by a random number generator
logic. The measurements obtained from the selected parameters are then logically combined to provide a
single output that is used for the SPD/LD process.
Table 3: Description of measurable liveness parameters [2]
Trait
Simulation measurement descriptions (units and notations)
SN
property
Probability of proportion of presence of real sweat on human
Finger
finger. Perspiration evaluated as a proportion of real fluid secreted
1
pespiration
as human sweat at any instance.
Proportion of oxygen in blood (SpO2) at sea level. (SpO2) reading
Finger
evaluated in 3 decimal notations and measured as a percentage
2
oxymetry
(%).
Measurement of the rate of reflectivity and absorptivity of
Finger
radiation on a living human finger. Measured as a 1 – 0 probability
3
spectroscopy
for the sake of liveness verification simulation.
Measurement of pulse to confirm beat rate (per minute) of a living
4
Pulse
human heart. Measured as beats per minute (bpm).
Indication of body warmth within acceptable temperature values
5
Temperature of about 36.8°C, tolerance of ± 0.4°C. Measured in degrees
Celsius (°C).
Evidence of the presence of graphical image representation of heat
measured around a living human face. Real values measured using
Facial
radiations in the infrared range of the electromagnetic spectrum in
6
Thermograph
nanometers (µm) (roughly 9,000–14,000 nanometers or 9 - 14
µm).
2D
facial Probability of the presence of two-dimensional pictorial
7
map
impression of the human face.
Probability of the presence of a normalized three-dimensional
3D
facial graphical representation of the human face as an indication of
8
geometry
biometric liveness. Real 3D values are mathematically represented
as a unique character string
Evidence of natural eye blinking within acceptable human range of
Eye blinking about 8 blinks per minute with a tolerance of ±8 for a healthy
9
(for face)
human adult indicating possible biometric liveness of the face.
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SN

10

11

12

13

14

15

Trait
property

Simulation measurement descriptions (units and notations)

Measured as blinks per minute (bpm) totaling up to 4.2 million
blinks per year.
Probability of the presence of natural lip motion in a healthy living
Lip
human mouth suggesting biometric liveness and physical
movement
presence.
Involuntary vibration or pulsation of the pupil in a living human
eye signifying biometric liveness. Measured as a frequency
Hippus
quantity in Hertz (Hz).
Measurement of the rate of reflectivity and absorptivity of
Iris
radiation on the iris of a living human eye as indicative of
Spectroscopy
biometric liveness.
The fluid contained in the sclera portion of the human eyeball is
called the aqueous humour. Its density is the Ocular fluid density
measured as a ratio of mass per unit volume (kg/m3). Unit of
Ocular fluid measurement is ρ which is the Greek small letter Rho. For all
density
liquids, water is a reference standard fluid with density ρ =
1000kg/m3, while for gases air or O2 is a standard fluid with
density ρ = 1.293 kg/m3. The aqueous humour is made of 98%
water and its density is often quoted as 1.0 x103 = 1000kg/m3 [38].
Evidence of natural eye blinking within acceptable human range of
Eye blinking about 8 blinks per minute with a tolerance of ±8 for a healthy
(for eye)
human adult indicating biometric liveness of the eye. Measured as
blinks per minute (bpm) up to 4.2 million times a year
Evidence of natural adjustment of the pupil diameter in response
Pupil
auto to illumination level and light intensity as a proof of biometric
adjusment
liveness. Real 3D values are mathematically represented as a
unique character string.

Figure 2 is an illustration of the logic of the MMRTBLDS decision sub-system using digital gates. The
final decision is a function of the combination of the states of three liveness detection tests and the
output (decision) only returns positive when two or more inputs are of positive values.
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Figure 2: MMRTBLDS Decision Logic sub-system [2], [32].
The MMRTBLDS framework functionally implements the ability to measure x different liveness
detection parameters each from y different modalities. During biometric capture, SPD decision is based
on obtaining positive result from at least y-1 randomly-selected parameters with a constraint that the
randomization maximizes the selection spread over the y different modalities. These constraints
stipulate that two traits cannot be selected from the same modality at any instance of randomization,
thereby further strengthening its security.
2.1
Simulation of the MMRTBLDS Framework
A Graphical User Interface (GUI) software written in Visual Basic (VB) was developed for simulation
of the MMRTBLDS framework. The core of the application is on simulation of the randomized trait
selection algorithm which selects and checks distinct liveness detection trait combinations from
dissimilar traits of the same enrolee’s modalities. Table 4 shows the input measurement ranges adopted
for each parameter during implementation, along with their traditional thresholds.
SN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

10

Table 4: MMRTBLDS liveness detection thresholds [2]
MMRTBLDS
Trait property
Regular limits
limits
0.005 ≤ x ≤ 1
Finger pespiration
0≤y≤1
88 ≤ x ≤ 100
Finger Oxymetry
80 ≤ y ≤ 100
0.005 ≤ x ≤ 1
Finger spectroscopy
0≤y≤1
60 ≤ x ≤ 100
Finger Pulse
60 ≤ y≤ 100
Finger Temperature
36.4 ≤ y ≤ 37.2 35 ≤ x ≤ 38
0.005 ≤x ≤ 1
Facial Thermograph
0≤y≤1
0.005 ≤ x ≤ 1
2D-facial maps
0≤y≤1
0.005 ≤ x ≤ 1
3D-facial geometry
0≤y≤1
1 ≤ x ≤ 16
Eye blinking
0 ≤ y ≤ 16
0.005 ≤ x ≤ 1
Lip movement
0≤y≤1
0.5 ≤ x ≤ 1.4
Hippus
0.5 ≤ y ≤ 1.4
0.005 ≤ x ≤ 1
Iris Spectroscopy
0≤y≤1
Ocular fluid density
980 ≤ y ≤ 1000 950 ≤ x ≤1000
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SN
14
15

Trait property

Regular limits

Eye blinking
Pupil auto- adjustment

0 ≤ y ≤ 16
0≤y≤1

MMRTBLDS
limits
1 ≤ x ≤ 16
0.005 ≤ x ≤ 1

For ocular Fluid density measurements, we assume a traditional range of 980 - 1000, and simulation
threshold of 950 – 1000 (lower than assumed traditional) as the aqueous humour is 98% water in
composition. The simulation software also implemented the decision process in line with Figure 2
where the resulting output is based on the combined aggregation of three dissimilar LD tests.
2.2

Result Analysis
Table 5 shows the results from the simulation software discussed in the previous section. The
simulation software is developed for three (3) different modalities (finger, face and eye), each with
five (5) LD parameters. The final MMRTBLDS decision is based on obtaining a positive output from
two (2) out of three (3) randomly selected tests. Table 5 presents the results from five (5) different
iterative instances, where each successive iteration is based on a freshly-obtained randomized set of
traits satisfying the randomization conditions.
Table 5: MMRTBLDS simulation results for 5 instances [2]
Random
Input
LD
MMRTBLDS
Instance
parameter
value
result
result
0 = Fail
Finger Temperature
32
FAIL.
Facial
0 = Fail
1st
1.21
Suspected fake
Thermograph
trait detected.
1 = Pass
Hippus
0.9
1 = Pass
Eye blinking
9
PASS.
Finger
1 = Pass
2nd
0.7
Real live trait
Spectroscopy
detected
Iris Spectroscopy
0..001 0 = Fail
1 = Pass
Finger Oxymetry
92
PASS.
rd
1 = Pass
3
3D-facial geometry
1
Real live trait
detected
1 = Pass
Ocular fluid density
81
1 = Pass
Pulse
77
PASSPupil
auto
1 = Pass
4th
0.5
Real live trait
Adjusment
detected
1 = Pass
3D-facial geometry
1
0 = Fail
Finger Temperature
21
FAIL.
th
5
2D-facial map
0.003 0 = Fail
Suspected fake
trait detected
0 = Fail
Hippus
0
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As shown in Table 5, during the 1st instance the MMRTBLDS framework returned a failure to detect live
despite a positive measurement by the hippus parameter from the eye modality. The 2nd instance shows
the situation where the MMRTBLDS framework returned a positive detection of live despite the failure
to detect live by the iris spectroscopy parameter from the eye modality. The 3rd and 4th instances show the
situation where all randomly selected parameters agree on the detection of life, falling within threshold
limits. While during the 5th instance, LD failure was based on a combined failure from all tested
parameters as all their values fell outside the threshold range. Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5 show
screenshots from simulations corresponding to the 1st, 3rd, and 5th instances, respectively.

Figure 3: Screenshot of 1st instance of Liveness Detection simulation showing detection of suspected
fake trait [2].

Figure 4: Screenshot of 3rd instance of Liveness Detection simulation showing detection of real live trait [2].
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Figure 5: Screenshot of 5th instance of Liveness Detection simulation showing detection of suspected
fake trait [2].

2.3
Efficiency of the MMRTBLDS Framework
The efficiency of the MMRTBLDS framework is computed from the security accuracy results obtained
from the simulation instances. With three (3) modalities of five (5) liveness parameters each, totalling
fifteen (15) liveness quantities, and without repeated traits in successive iterations, the system generates a
total of 125 distinct combinations of randomized parameter options based on the randomization decision
logic earlier illustrated in Figure 2; hence a system cardinality of 125. Table 6 summarizes the simulation
parameter counts.
Table 6: Simulation parameter counts
Property
No. of adopted biometric modalities (m)
No. of trait parameters per modality (n)
No. of trait parameters in total
No. of allowable randomization instances – cardinality (A). Computed
using an algorithm that implements the logic of Figure 2.

Count
3
5
15
125

The cardinality indicates how many unique sets of combinations in total (each with three randomlyselected traits) can be obtained from fifteen liveness quantities without any parameter repeated per
instance. Therefore, the probability that an intruder is able to accurately predict the precise set of trait
combinations contained in any instance is computed as follows:
Given A = cardinality = 125
Let p = probability of accurate prediction of a single set of trait combinations by an impostor,
 p = A-1 = (125)-1 = 0.008,
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 impostor success probability expressed in percentage = 0.8%,
 impostor failure probability expressed in percentage = 100% – 0.8% = 99.2%.
Let E = system efficiency
E ≡ the probability of the impostor’s failure, derived as follows:
E=1–p
E = 1 – 0.008 = 0.992 = 99.2%.
So, the expected maximum or theoretical efficiency of the MMRTBLDS framework is 99.2%. Since the
framework’s computed efficiency is equivalent to security accuracy and dependability measured in terms
of its spoof-prevention ability, this result suggests that the introduction of multi-trait parameter
randomization into the liveness detection method can significantly reduce the impostor’s ability to
accurately predict the precise set of liveness parameters prompted. Table 7 summarizes system efficiency
statistics and further portrays the framework’s capacity to improve the overall authentication security of
Biometric Authentication Systems. The system only shows a 0.008 probability of failure.
Table 7: System efficiency summary
Probability
Rate
Accurate Wrong Success Failure
Impostor effort
0.008
0.992
0.8%
99.2%
System efficiency
0.992
0.008
99.2%
0.8%

3.0

APPLICATIONS OF THE MMRTBLDS FRAMEWORK

Given its potentials to nullify impostor attempts to spoof and circumvent, the MMRTBLDS is capable
of significantly improving the security and performance of Biometric Authentication Systems in the
following application areas:
3.1
Crime Control, Law Enforcement and Forensics
The improved system efficiency would ensure fewer cases of mis-identification in digital profiling often
encountered by crime fighters and law enforcement agents. The framework’s trait randomization and
multi-modal features are capable of optimizing biometric authentication accuracy leading to reduced
False Accept Rate (FAR) statistics during forensic investigations.
3.2
Medical Science and Healthcare
This work could potentially improve the capacity of medical personnel to react to medical emergencies.
With an optimized fingerprint scan based on the MMRTBLDS framework, patients who are
unconscious or unable to talk can still be quickly identified digitally, through liveness verifications of
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their specific biometric liveness attribute such as pulse, oximetry, temperature and perspiration, along
with other pertinent medical history like drug allergies and current medications. Optimizing liveness
detection by the application of this framework greatly improves the integrity of information generated
by the Health Information Exchange (HIE) for use by major stakeholders within the healthcare industry.
3.3
Identity and Access Management (IAM) Systems
The application of the MMRTBLDS framework improves the accuracy level, trustworthiness, security
and reliability of biometric queries for Identity and Access Management (IAM) systems used by
consulates and diplomatic missions, the military, healthcare sectors, telecoms providers, population and
statistics agencies, and government identity schemes. Achieving improved security and accuracy of
IAM systems through detection of multi-biometric liveness is one of the cardinal requirements for
building trust, confidence, and integrity into national biometric databases without which demographic
statistics would remain speculative at best. “Speculative figures” impede national planning and is
always to the detriment of the economically-disadvantaged. This work favours the advocacy for the
effective use of the right technology in producing accurate national identity statistics.
3.4
Immigration and Border Control
Applying the MMRTBLDS framework to the design and development of immigration and customs
access control systems could aid officials in carrying out real-time secure biometric template
comparisons across remote databases and facilities where the possibility of criminal migration and
criminal presentation of counterfeit traits before weak biometric systems is high. This could potentially
eliminate the challenges hitherto experienced with biometric-based border control systems including
high rates of False Accept Rate (FAR), trait spoofing, fraud, identity theft, impersonation, and
piggybacking.
3.5
Language Translation Systems
Although a Language Translator (LT) is generally meant to enhance information exchange by ensuring
that both speech and text are automatically translated and easily interpreted where language is a barrier
[39], there are instances where translated output requires protected exchange between LT and the target
recipient. Any unlawful modification, unauthorized access, or delayed delivery of such machinetranslated [40] output due to spoof-related misidentification can have severe consequences including
privacy and confidentiality breaches. Application of the MMRTBLDS framework in such scenarios,
guarantees the safe identification of the intended recipient(s) and preserves the confidentiality and
integrity of the translated output. This finds ready usefulness in embassy classified diplomatic
discussions, consulate interviews, legal proceedings, forensic examinations, chain of custody,
parliamentary sessions, etc. Such other environments where certain categories of language/information
translation demand the highest level of confidentiality or the preservation of data integrity, would
readily embrace the application of the MMRTBLDS framework to ensure effective access control.
3.6
Nuclear Facilities and Highly Sensitive Production Factories
Application of the framework in nuclear facilities and other environments requiring fool proof
identification and certification (including pharmaceutical laboratories, food processing plants, identity
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repositories, and aviation control systems) could potentially assist in maintaining non-repudiation of
transactions and digital operations, thereby averting severe consequences, loss of data and fatalities. In
such mission-critical applications, the MMRTBLDS facilitates all-round detection of spoof attempts.
4.0

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
4.1
Cost Considerations
The presented simulation of the MMRTBLDS framework shows that it is capable of improving the
efficiency and performance of LD as applied in multi-biometric authentication systems. The
framework achieves this through randomly selecting unique combinations of liveness detection tests
over three different modalities in a manner that is totally unpredictable by the impostor. It is clear that
implementing the MMRTBLDS framework would significantly escalate the cost of development and
implementation of the Biometric Authentication System due to the need to carry out 15 different
liveness tests on 15 traits across 3 different modalities on the sensor module, as well as, additional
logic and circuitry required for the decision module.
4.2
Uni-modal Compatibility
Section 4 presented the maximum theoretical efficiency of 99.2%, however, more work is required to
determine the robustness against a possible spoof attack of a single trait and/or a single modality (5
liveness attributes). The MMRTBLDS framework does not address spoof attacks against single
liveness detection so a successful spoof attack can only occur if the attacker is able to attack all 15
liveness attributes at once, which is currently extremely difficult for the impostor to perform.
4.3
Development of Multi-sensing Biometric Scanners
With the evolution of Body Area Networks, sensor capabilities are expanding [41]. The MMRTBLDS
offers the intellectual research foundation into the possibility of developing sensors with multiple
capabilities, projected to be tagged “Multi-sensing Biometric Scanners” (MBS). MBS shall be a new
generation of biometric scanners capable of performing simultaneous sensing of multiple trait
properties from a single scanner, for both biometric identification and authentication purposes. In
future, multi-sensing scanners are predicted to replace standalone fingerprint scanners, iris scanners
and voice recognition sensors. Multi-sensing Biometric Scanners propelled by the MMRTBLDS
framework will introduce a heterogeneous sensor interface capable of simultaneously sensing
temperature, pulse rate, oximetry, spectroscopy, vibration frequency and related biomedical attributes
and liveness parameters from a single human modality presented to it. MBS shall build more
interactivity into the capabilities of Internet of Things (IoTs) and mobile computing, allowing cell
phones to securely authenticate voice, face, finger, and gesture through a single contact or contactless
electronic sensing interface in a prompt style. The scalability of the MMRTBLDS framework is the
bedrock of the Multi-sensing Biometric Scanner concept which will revolutionize electronic sensor
technologies, promote digital miniaturization, and improve biometric security and efficiency.
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4.4
Automated Randomization
When using more than three liveness detection parameters as inputs, there is a likelihood that the
design of the MMRTBLDS framework’s decision sub-system presented in Figure 2 could become
increasingly complex to implement. We hope to address this by switching to a micro-controller-based
design to automate the randomization pattern and selection of biomedical signals for processing of
liveness instead of the simple logic gates as in Figure 2. Our projection is strengthened by recent
successful experiments and research in micro-controller based biometric systems already applied in
Biometric Attendance [42], [43], Fingerprint based Automated Teller Machine (ATM) [44] and
embedded authentication systems [45].
4.5
Vendor-neutral Implementation [2]
There is an identified challenge of incorporating the MMRTBLDS framework into existing uni-modal
biometric systems. Fixing this challenge will be a major priority in future work, and such vendor
neutrality will ensure interoperability and enable versatility of the framework’s application.
4.6
Scalable Operation
The rigid basic functionalities of the framework support well-defined input parameters. These can be
made more scalable to widen its scope and flexibility. A future version will allow the use of
randomization also on input values as this will allow resilience, adaptability, and better simulation of
measurements suitably-influenced by other external factors.
4.7
Performance Improvement and Error Correction
There is a potential operational challenge to the limited design of the framework’s computation logic.
Since biometric performance can be measured in terms of error rates (ER) [46], including the rate at
which spoof-related errors occur, misapplication of the system could escalate inherent errors and cause
performance issues. Future refinements of the MMRTBLDS framework will include a robust error
correction module to provide a balance between False Reject Rate (FRR) and False Accept Rate
(FAR). This is hoped to assist in isolating conflicting performance issues [47], [48] and statistical
errors [49]. This will be achieved by applying standard FAR threshold values shown in Table 8 to
evaluate the error-handling strength of the framework. Since biometric performance matrix is relative
and the matching process is only probabilistic, the introduction of an error corrector would satisfy the
requirement of very low FRR for a given FAR [50], [51] in commercial fingerprint-based
authentication system.
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Table 8: FAR thresholds for biometric strength evaluation [1], [2]
FAR
Index Strength Security
Threshold
classification
Weak
and
1 in 100
102
Basic
unusable
Moderate and
1 in 10000
104
Medium
marginal
Strong
and
1 in 1000000
106
High
desirable

5.0

CONCLUSIONS

Operationally, biometric spoofing, or presentation attacks, have severe consequences especially on
mission critical applications such as crime investigation, healthcare, border control, and civic digital
identity systems. Liveness detection (LD) as a commonly-implemented anti-spoofing technique is now
becoming predictable, and inadequate in addressing the growing sophistication of biometric spoofing
attacks.
This work presents the Multi-Modal Random Trait Biometric Liveness Detection System
(MMRTBLDS) framework that mitigates biometric spoofing and addresses the limitations of
traditional anti-spoofing countermeasures based on a logical combination of randomly selected
liveness detection parameters from disparate modalities. The presented results and analysis obtained
from a simulation of the MMRTBLDS framework suggests a theoretical maximum system efficiency
of 99.2% against predictable direct attacks. The unique strengths of the MMRTBLDS framework in
significantly-improving security of Biometric Authentication Systems have been discussed along with
practical areas of applications.
The outcome of the research is very useful to the security design of biometric systems deployed in
environments where a high degree of access control is required to validate authentic subjects with a
potential to improve the performance and efficiency of global biometric and identity-based schemes.
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